
Robust design

Combats many shop floor challenges, 
including temperature fluctuations, 
air quality, vibrations and 
contaminants

Simple operator interface

Execute and monitor 
measurement routines 
without needing to access 
part programs

Efficient measuring workspace

Granite working plate ensures stable 
structure while threaded holes 
provide easy view of workspace for 
part fixture placement

TIGO SF: An easy fit into production

Open access

Give users the 
flexibility to load 
components on three 
sides manually or 
automatically within 
the production line

Compact footprint

Controller and PC are 
housed inside machine 
stand while a swivelling 
arm holding the monitor 
and keyboard ensure 
maximum ergonomics 
with minimum footprint

Aware from anywhere

Operators are always aware of CMM status on 
the production floor with configurable messaging 
lights and measurement status alerts from 
PULSE and HxGN SFx | Asset Management

Automation Ready 

Easily integrate the CMM into automated systems 
with plug-and-play hardware and modular 
supervisor for production workflow management

Pick and place CMM

Easily place or relocate 
the system anywhere in 
production as the CMM 
does not require air

Utilise entire measurement volume

Integrated tool changer mounted on 
the T structure to maximise the actual 
measuring volume

https://www.hexagonmi.com/
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Can a production operator use the software with limited training in metrology?

Does the standard software package include simulation?

Does the standard software create measurement routines for entire part families within a 
single program?

Can the software easily create features for non-geometric or irregular surfaces?

Can the software import STEP & IGES files as standard?

Can the software quickly import GD&T data from blueprints?

Buyer’s guide checklist
Does the coordinate measuring machine deliver the following benefits?
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Can the CMM be easily relocated throughout production?

Does the CMM operate without the need for air supply? 

Can the CMM support both fixed and indexable measuring heads?

Can the CMM operate in workshop setups where vibrations may have a greater impact  
such as near machining centres?

Does the CMM enable an operating temperature range of 15-30 °C (59-86°F)?  
How about 40˚C (104°F)?
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Is there an option to integrate the CMM into automated inspection cells close to machines tools?

Is there an option available to load the system with parts, schedule the job and walk away? 

Can the CMM automatically identify, align and begin measuring with little to no intervention?

Can the data from the CMM be used to drive machine tool corrections automatically?

TIGO SF Other CMM
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Is the CMM equipped with protection against contaminants in a shop floor environment? 

Does the system find the most efficient trajectory between measurement points and create the 
probe path accordingly?

Can the CMM scan complex unknown profiles at high speed, even on parts with abrupt 
directional changes?

Does the CMM have any enhanced user options such as data exchange capabilities, message 
lighting and power saving mode?


